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Social life among known people has shifted to social life among unknown. One spends 
hours virtually online during chatting with people, whom they have never ever met, or 
just surfing, or shopping. Sites like facebook have given an opportunity to connect to the 
known as well as to the unknown. In fact these sites have become so open that anyone 
and everyone share their personal lives through messages, photos, video clips etc. 
Everything over the sites seems so friendly accessible and attractive, that people do not 
pause even for a second before they post their comments. They post their feelings 
through comments, photos and indeed express their emotions explicitly in a very open 
manner. When they post or comment their intentions are very clear but certain times 
these intentions might put people into problems. The posting or comments have 
discrimination towards age, sex, race or other feelings. These posts might sometime 
create issue not only in personal life but in professional life also. As the trends towards 
social media at all ages is increasing, it is very essential also to know what to post and 
what not to post, or what kind of precaution to be taken by an individual before posting. 

The above paper studies few cases about how and what made individuals post on social 
media and what were its repercussion.  

Problem statement: 

In this era of digitalization, physical and personal appearance has reduced. People share, 
chat, talk through digital instruments like mobile, internet, medias like Facebook, 
Instagram, Whatsapp, etc. The distance between people on personal front has reduced 
drastically, thus the following questions have been raised for purpose of study –  

• Why people are so attached to Social media? 
• Why Social media has become more popular channel of communication for all 

ages? 
• Why Social media is convenient platform for commenting? 

 

Objectives: 

• To study cases and instances where commenting on Social media had 
repercussions on the personal and professional lives. 

• To understand behavioral aspect of individual towards posting 
• To suggest the measure for appropriate usage of Social media. 

Abstract 
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Research Methodology 

The research is a descriptive research based on the behavior of people towards posting 
and not thinking before posting. Some live cases have been chosen and the case has been 
analyzed as to how individual posts and comments on the same. Secondary data has been 
collected for the purpose of the study. 

KEYWORDS: Social Media, Comments, Precuation, Post. 

Why Personal goes Public???? Why People Comment???? 

• In today’s densely competitive world, everybody is busy or rather pretends to be 
busy. There is hardly any time left with people to stand beside each other and 
share their feelings. This isolation among beings is not only observed among 
friends and Peers, but also among family members. Thus the physical sharing 
buster among the people has been blocked. But social media channel is always 
open 24*07 for sharing, due to which the people are very much addicted to Social 
Media. 

• The life of people is tremendously stressed – there is job stress, sustainability 
issues, relationship issues, financial stress etc – Social media platform acts as the 
very ultimate Stress buster. 

• Lack of Self acceptance: The psychological department at the Central level has 
proved that today’s human is very much hampered by Emotional Wellbeing. Due 
to lower emotional wellbeing, the person is very much affected by Self 
acceptance. On account of poor self acceptance, one is only in the search of fame 
or prestige or acknowledgement about himself – thus people opt for the channel 
of social media, where they are crazy behind likes and how they can be 
extraordinary. 

• In such a craze to secure extravagant image, people post their achievements, 
happenings, images exhibiting how social they are, post comments to criticize or 
praise – not to really appraise or criticize but only to show their differential 
presence on the media or rather just attracting undue attention in the crowd. 

• On the platform of Social media, there is no bonding of longer relationship. So 
people have enough scope of liberty and option to be active or passive to the 
online friendly relationship. Thus regardless of actual realities of nationality, age, 
gender etc, just on trial and error people go on forming huge cluster of 
relationship. 

• At times, it also observed that people comment or post images to show that he or 
she is an influential member of X or Y Political Parties or NGO’s, they support X 
Politician or Y Politician. Thus people through the platform of Social media wish 
to show that they are proud members of ruling parties and secure prestige thereby. 

• Simultaneously there are also people, who might be early birds to some 
information – so they rather post some information to act as the center of 
attraction, for instance the information related to continuous bank holidays, some 
fraud or some health tips etc. 

• Social media channel acts as the fastest transmission of information, than any 
other means of information transmission channel, even faster than Print media. 
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• Our strongest Almighty God 
us with two ears and one mouth, so that one listens more and speaks less. But the 
approach of human being is totally contrad
speaking more is always and only welcomed on Social media.
 

• Cases of Social media commenting and its impact

In order to acknowledge the topic and analyze its impact, the researcher shall present 
following real cases –
on the career prospects of the person:

Case 01: Bank manager from Kerala.

A case where Kotak Mahindra Bank removes Kerala man
death. There was a rape and murder cas
11, 2018. Where the country was sorrowful, but this gentleman from Kerala posted 
malevolence against the girl on Social media. This single comment of 
viewed by the society in contradiction, thu
sack the person on the ground of humiliation to the society. Thus single wrong post by an 
employee of X branch had put the entire goodwill to stake.

Case 02: Indian working in 

A case where Development Bank of Singapore (DBS) removes 
debatable image of a T
flag beneath. This person is originally from India, who is working in Singapore
years, had posted the image on the eve of Indian Independence Day
he posted a simple comment 
which was hardly only for 10 minutes
Residentship of Singapore and also his permanent job from DBS.
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Our strongest Almighty God – the greatest Architect of human body has blessed 
us with two ears and one mouth, so that one listens more and speaks less. But the 
approach of human being is totally contradictory and such 
speaking more is always and only welcomed on Social media.

Cases of Social media commenting and its impact  

In order to acknowledge the topic and analyze its impact, the researcher shall present 
– to highlight the impact of improper commenting on Social media 

on the career prospects of the person: 

Bank manager from Kerala. 

A case where Kotak Mahindra Bank removes Kerala man for celebrating Kathua victim’s 
death. There was a rape and murder case of an eight year old girl from Jammu on April 
11, 2018. Where the country was sorrowful, but this gentleman from Kerala posted 

against the girl on Social media. This single comment of 
viewed by the society in contradiction, thus the customers compelled bank officials to 
sack the person on the ground of humiliation to the society. Thus single wrong post by an 
employee of X branch had put the entire goodwill to stake. 

Indian working in Singapore 

A case where Development Bank of Singapore (DBS) removes the person
debatable image of a T-shirt with the Singapore flag ripped in two, revealing an Indian 
flag beneath. This person is originally from India, who is working in Singapore

image on the eve of Indian Independence Day
he posted a simple comment – “Phir bhi dil hai Hindustani….” this innocent comment
which was hardly only for 10 minutes online, has resulted to cancellation of Permanen
Residentship of Singapore and also his permanent job from DBS. 
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the greatest Architect of human body has blessed 
us with two ears and one mouth, so that one listens more and speaks less. But the 

and such an approach of 
speaking more is always and only welcomed on Social media. 

In order to acknowledge the topic and analyze its impact, the researcher shall present 
highlight the impact of improper commenting on Social media 

for celebrating Kathua victim’s 
e of an eight year old girl from Jammu on April 

11, 2018. Where the country was sorrowful, but this gentleman from Kerala posted 
against the girl on Social media. This single comment of the person was 

s the customers compelled bank officials to 
sack the person on the ground of humiliation to the society. Thus single wrong post by an 

 

the person for posting 
with the Singapore flag ripped in two, revealing an Indian 

flag beneath. This person is originally from India, who is working in Singapore since 10 
image on the eve of Indian Independence Day. Besides this image, 

this innocent comment 
online, has resulted to cancellation of Permanent 
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Case 03: Comment of “Woh!!!” At the arrest of the friend 

Mr. Y was caught and taken up by police for certain investigation process and his friend 
Mr. X commented “Woh!!!” at his arrest. This comment of Mr. X was interpreted by the 
viewers in different angles. Few people interpreted that Mr. X had indeed created a trap 
for Mr. Y and thus he was successful in spoiling Mr. Y’s image. But few people 
interpreted that Mr. X is Mr. Y’s true friend, so he was shocked and upset at the arrest. 
Thus, how somebody might interpret your comment or perceive, so always pause before 
your post. 

Case 04: Burglary at the locked home 

At times, when we are enjoying our outstation trips with family members – people tend to 
post their images exhibiting adventures selfies, happiness and happening enjoyment. But 
rather, these families are indeed inviting the burglars and intimating to the world that 
their houses are unguarded because entire family is on an outing. 

Case 05: Bank money transfers by fake accounts 

The case is about a middle aged wealthy couple with no children leading a normal life. 
The couple was very much fascinated towards Social media, so used to spend influential 
time on it. During the online interaction, the couple befriended an IT professional, he 
used to interact with them for hours, spend gift coupons. After dense virtual relationship, 
he narrated them a wonderful profitable investment – but later defrauded the couple and 
drained their bank accounts completely. 

Case 06: Genuine comment of expressing inconvenience 

There had been a case where a big shot personality had passed away, the country had lost 
one of its assets – the entire country was under mourned. On account of suitability for 
final procession movement of the dead body through the city, few main roads of the city 
were blocked. Due to these blocked roads, many commuters of the city had to face 
inconvenience. So one of the citizens just after stressed day, commented about his 
hardship or trouble faced due to blocked roads. But this innocent comment of the citizen 
was perceived in the very negative manner and he had to face tremendous pressure & was 
also made sorry for it. 

Suggestions for optimal utilization of Social Media 

• Maintain Social Media properly in normal sense: 

As we all are aware that social media accounts are public in nature and the Social media 
account of the person depicts more than the actual CV. Nowadays to get better updates 
about the person, the Job recruiters HR dept is evaluating the social media accounts to 
scrutinize the aspirant. It is also astonishing that not only Job Recruiters are using social 
media accounts, but also people are using Social media to evaluate the person for 
matrimonial purposes too. So, all the Social media account holders are advised to 
maintain their Social media accounts suitably well. Since absence of Social media 
account might signify that the person is not technosavy and in case if the account depicts 
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anything extreme, then too it is undesirable and exhibits wrong impression about the 
person. 

• Be positive or neutral on Personal, social or cultural issues: 

Take a cautious step, before you comment on any personal happening of a person or 
anything social – where public sentiments are attached or where comment might interfere 
in the cultural beliefs. So if a person wants to post, then the post shall be positive or 
neutral, and rather never negative which hurts the feelings or stake in the society. 

• Post shall be clear, concise and never double meaning: 

The person before posting the image or the message should check the message in the 
broader horizon, its perception meaning in different angles. Thus the post shall be clear in 
the meaning, concise simple in nature and should not ignite the contradictory thoughts 
among the viewers. 

• Develop closed circuit groups: 

People shall operate their conversations in the private closed groups or rather converse 
with the people of local vicinity, where less debatable conversations are expected to be 
interacted. Thus the public conversation which may create a problem on large scale shall 
be avoided. 

• Engage in productive activities rather than social media: 

It is very much advisable to prefer a local visit to the garden to spend your free time 
rather than chatting on whatsupp, where you may interact with the people physically 
present in the garden. This activity shall also boost your physical immunity and better 
mindset too. 

• Balance your Presence 

The researcher shall not advise that do not be participant on Social media or focus more 
time on Social media. Because too less depicts that the person is not so techno savvy, 
while too much addiction shall also depict negativity about the person. Thus, balance 
presence on the social media is very much preferable and appropriate. 

Conclusion: 

Every person has a liberty to be part of social media, exhibit his presence, and share 
himself to the world. But at the same time, the person before posting shall understand the 
social liability of oneself during posting. Since we never know the background and 
approach of the reader or perception of the viewer, how he would interpret the things and 
our one single comment might bounce back in any weird or odd sense. Thus, the 
researcher shall advise – Pen & Pause, before you Post. 
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Declaration: 
There is no intent to hurt anybody’s feelings or sentiments, but in case of the same – the 
authors apologize for the same. The initiative is only benevolent in the welfare of the 
society. 
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